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ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O nanostructures were prepared by a simple sol–gel method. The band gaps of the
materials were systematically studied based on the dependence of the dimensions of the nanostructures
as well as the presence of a dopant material, Cu. ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O nanostructures were found to
exhibit band gap widening whilst substitution of Cu in the lattice of ZnO caused its band gap to narrow
with respect to the pure ZnO materials. In order to understand the phenomenon of band gap change,
structural, spectroscopic, particle size and morphological studies were done. The band gap change occur-
ring when the materials were in the nanostructured phase was proven to be mainly due to the downward
shift of the valence band. Interestingly, when the band gaps of the pure ZnO and Cu doped ZnO were com-
pared, the band gap changes were due to different shifts of the valence bands.
� 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

ZnO is a very interesting material to study due to its unique
physical and chemical properties resulting in applications such as
blue and ultra-violet optical devices, sensors, solar cells and other
new nanotechnology based devices [1–5]. ZnO is said to have a
direct band gap of 3.37 eV [1–4] but this value has been found
not to be unique and lately, using more accurate modern instru-
ments, the values have been revised to between 3.1 and 3.4 eV
[2,6]. Thus, the band gap of ZnO is found to be sensitive to the route
of synthesis and preparation conditions as well as its physical
dimensions. The band gap of ZnO can be changed by either
decreasing the size of the crystallites [2,7–9] or by doping
[10–12]. There are two types of doping of which the first is when
a foreign ion replaces a host cation or anion in its position in the
crystal lattice site and the second type is when the foreign ion is
placed in the interstices of the crystal structure. Substitutional
doping can be done by a chemical reaction method that forces
the dopant element to be introduced into the crystal lattice sites
of the material [10,11]. If the dopant is a cation, it will replace
the host cation site and if the dopant is an anion, it will likewise
replace the anion at its particular site in the crystal lattice. Single
phase materials that are isostructural to the initial material will
be produced. However, these new compounds will exhibit novel
characteristics which will be useful for future applications.

Much work on ZnO doping has been done [13–20]. Doping can
cause either an increase or decrease of band gaps. As an example,
according to Shan et al. Cd doping in ZnO causes the band gap of
the material to decrease while Mg doping in ZnO causes it to
increase [15]. Therefore, band gap tuning via dopant materials is
quite possible. Several synthesis methods such as hydrothermal
[1], combustion [21], spray pyrolysis [22], sol–gel [19], etc. have
been employed to produce ZnO. Among these techniques, catalysts
are used [23,24] contaminating the final products. In this work, the
ZnO and Cu doped ZnO materials are synthesized without using
any catalysts, thus, simplifying the synthesis route and ensuring
purity to a high degree. Since this work investigates the band gaps
and changes in band gap of materials, and band gaps are very sen-
sitive to the presence of impurities and multi phases [25], it is very
important that the final product must be single phase and pure.
Contributions from other minor phases or impurities are detrimen-
tal to the experimental results because band gaps are affected by
minor presence of impurities or the presence of other phases.

Although much work has been published on ZnO and ZnO
doped materials [14–25], there are still many unresolved issues
on this subject. As an example, there are no clear explanations of
the band gap widening of nanostructured ZnO in the literature
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Table 1
Sample ID for ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O annealed at various temperatures for 24 h.

Samples Annealing temperature (�C) Sample ID

ZnO 400 Z400
500 Z500
600 Z600
700 Z700
800 Z800

1200 Z1200

Zn0.99Cu0.01O 400 ZC400
500 ZC500
600 ZC600
700 ZC700
800 ZC800

1200 ZC1200

Fig. 1. Rietveld refinements of XRD patterns for (a) Z400 (
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beyond the presence of vacancies [26,27] but with no experimental
proofs of the existence of the vacancies given. For Cu doped mate-
rials, it is very difficult to force Cu into the lattice of ZnO producing
pure powders. For our Zn1�xCuxO, we can only manage a Cu con-
tent of x = 0.01. Yan et al. [25] and Chow et al. [28] said that they
have produced Zn(1�x)CuxO, with x = 0.03 but since no XRD results
were shown by Yan, and low intensity XRD results showing the
presence of Cl2 (albeit, it was not explained how Cl2 can produce
a peak in an XRD pattern!) was shown by Chow, it has not been
established if the samples are really pure or of single phase. Thus,
it is hard to say if the observed band gap change was due to the
impurities, multiphases or the materials themselves. In addition,
no energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) or equivalent meth-
ods in the work have been shown to prove that a substitution of
b) Z500 (c) Z600 (d) Z700 (e) Z800 (f) Z1200 samples.



Fig. 2. Rietveld refinements of XRD patterns for (a) ZC400 (b) ZC500 (c) ZC600 (d) ZC700 (e) ZC800 (f) ZC1200 samples.

Table 2
Crystallographic parameters of the ZnO samples extracted from the Rietveld refinements of the XRD data sets (s.o.f. = site occupancy factor).

Temperature (�C) a = b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3) c/a Rw v2 s.o.f. of Zn s.o.f. of O

400 3.2496 5.2058 47.607 1.602 8.1 1.6 0.95 1.00
500 3.2498 5.2061 47.617 1.602 8.7 1.4 0.96 1.00
600 3.2497 5.2058 47.610 1.602 9.9 1.4 0.95 1.00
700 3.2498 5.2053 47.608 1.602 12.7 1.7 0.95 1.00
800 3.2505 5.2053 47.630 1.601 13.6 1.9 0.95 1.00
1200 3.2496 5.2032 47.583 1.601 12.3 1.9 0.97 1.00
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Table 3
Crystallographic parameters of the Zn0.99Cu0.01O samples extracted from the Rietveld refinements of the XRD datasets (s.o.f. = site occupancy factor) and Zn and Cu values
obtained from EDX.

Temperature (�C) a = b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3) c/a Rw v2 s.o.f. of Zn + Cu s.o.f. of O EDX (%)

Zn Cu

400 3.2494 5.2060 47.603 1.602 7.9 1.33 0.95 1.00 99.02 0.98
500 3.2496 5.2059 47.609 1.602 7.4 1.34 0.95 1.00 99.03 0.97
600 3.2499 5.2050 47.608 1.602 8.6 1.38 0.97 1.00 98.96 1.04
700 3.2502 5.2042 47.612 1.601 12.8 1.66 0.96 1.00 99.02 0.98
800 3.2502 5.2043 47.610 1.601 13.6 1.84 0.97 1.00 99.02 0.98

1200 3.2502 5.2050 47.617 1.601 13.9 1.80 0.97 1.00 98.99 1.01

Fig. 3. EDS spectrum for ZC1200 samples.
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x = 0.03 has been realized. Liu et al. [19] also said that they have
achieved x = 0.03 in Zn(1�x)CuxO material but similarly, no proofs
such as EDS data were shown. In the Cu doping, most scientists
presented work on Zn1�xCuxO thin films [29–31] instead of bulk
powders and in thin films, it is hard to establish if substitutional
or interstitial doping has been achieved because the XRD data
Fig. 4. SEM images of (a) Z400 (b) Z500 (c) Z
are of low counts and the structural parameters are hard to deter-
mine. In most cases, no EDS (or equivalent) results were done to
prove that indeed the particular percentage of Cu substitution
has been achieved. In band gap studies, band gap narrowing has
been observed in the Cu doped material but no satisfactory expla-
nations have been put forward as to the mechanism responsible for
this observed phenomenon. To really explain the phenomenon, one
must first of all establish if the Cu doping was substitutional or
interstitial or whether the sample is made up of the double phases
of ZnO and CuO. In published literature, it is also not established if
the valence band (VB) shift is due to the Cu+ or Cu2+ ions in the
samples. There is much speculation of what contributes to band
gap widening in nanomaterials but there is a lack of experimental
proof to the explanations put forward. This work addresses these
issues and attempts to prove and explain band gap narrowing in
nano structured and Cu doped ZnO materials.
Experimental

The synthesis of ZnO and Cu substituted ZnO powders was pre-
pared using a simple sol–gel method. The starting materials used
were zinc acetate dehydrate (R & M chemicals, 99.5% purity) and
copper (II) acetate monohydrate (Riedel-de Haen, 99% purity).
These materials were first dissolved in absolute ethanol and stirred
for about 1 h. The pH of the solution was 5.2 and no catalyst was
used in the synthesis method. The materials were slow dried and
600 (d) Z700 (e) Z800 (f) Z1200 samples.



Fig. 5. SEM images of (a) ZC400 (b) ZC500 (c) ZC600 (d) ZC700 (e) ZC800 (f) ZC1200 samples.

Table 4
The average length, diameter and aspect ratios for ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials.

Temperature
(�C)

Sample Average
length (nm)

Average
diameter (nm)

Aspect
ratio

400 ZnO 320.37 90.5 3.54
Zn0.99Cu0.01O 155.02 75.62 2.05

500 ZnO 381.10 128.75 2.96
Zn0.99Cu0.01O 103.2 80.00 1.29

600 ZnO 316.71 229.5 1.38
Zn0.99Cu0.01O 227.50 186.47 1.22

700 ZnO 481.46 379.1 1.27
Zn0.99Cu0.01O 589.24 495.16 1.19

800 ZnO 625.95 504.80 1.24
Zn0.99Cu0.01O 1207.5 1050.00 1.15

1200 ZnO 5224.27 4706.55 1.11
Zn0.99Cu0.01O 9472.83 8027.82 1.18

Fig. 7. UV–Vis spectroscopic results of (a) Z400 (b) Z500 (c) Z600 (d) Z700 (e) Z800
(f) Z1200 samples.
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grey precursors were obtained. The precursors were then grounded
using an agate mortar to obtain fine powders of ZnO and
Zn0.99Cu0.01O. Thermal studies were done using a Simultaneous
Thermogravimetric Analyzer (STA), SETARAM SETSYS Evolution
175. This equipment can measure the Thermogravimetric Analysis
(TGA) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) graphs simulta-
neously. Based on the TG/DSC, the precursors were annealed at five
different temperatures of 400, 500, 600, 700, 800 and 1200 �C for
Fig. 6. TEM images for (a) Z400 and (b) ZC400 samples showing nan
24 h. Structural studies on the annealed samples were done using
X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and the PANalytical X’pert Pro MPD diffrac-
tometer with a solid state detector (Accelerator) was used. The
XRD measurements were done using a Bragg–Brentano optical
configuration in ambient conditions with the spinning mode to
o structured rod-like and spherical shaped crystals respectively.



Fig. 8. The UV–Vis spectroscopic results of (a) ZC400 (b) ZC500 (c) ZC600 (d) ZC700
(e) ZC800 (f) ZC1200 samples.

Fig. 9. Tauc plots of (a) Z400 (b) Z500 (c) Z600 (d) Z700 (e) Z800 (f) Z1200 samples.

Fig. 10. Tauc plots of (a) ZC400 (b) ZC500 (c) ZC600 (d) ZC700 (e) ZC800 (f) ZC1200
samples.

Table 5
Band gap energies of ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O.

Temperature (�C) ZnO Zn0.99Cu0.01O

400 3.328 3.280
500 3.290 3.270
600 3.275 3.260
700 3.245 3.180
800 3.230 3.020

1200 3.190 2.980
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reduce effects of preferred orientation. The X-ray beam used was
the CuKa radiation. High quality datasets were obtained with the
highest peak around 10,000 counts as statistically required for
proper quantitative XRD analysis [32–34]. Rietveld refinements
of the XRD patterns for ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials were done
using the PanAlytical X’pert Highscore Plus software. The refine-
ments were executed with the ICSD 67454 (hexagonal crystal
structure with space group P63mc) as the structural reference.
The morphology and crystallite size of the materials were
examined using Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy
(FESEM-JEOL JSM-7600F). The dopant content is measured using
an EDS (the Oxford INCA X-Max 51-XMX 0021). For the nanostruc-
tured ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O samples, the small crystal size is fur-
ther illustrated using a High Resolution Transmission Electron
Microscopy (HRTEM), the JEOL JEM-2100F to give better resolution
and clearer information of the morphology and dimensions of the
nanostructures.

The light absorption properties of the materials were studied
using a UV–Visible spectrophotometer, the Perkin Elmer Lambda
950 UV–Vis-NIR. The measurements were done in reflection mode
using the reduced reflectance technique in ambient conditions. The
oxidation states, chemical environment and valence band studies
of the materials were done by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) using the JEOL JPS-9200 photoelectron spectrometer. The
XPS spectra were recorded using a monochromator and Al Ka
(1486 eV) radiation as the X-ray source. A charge neutralizer was
used to reduce charging effects and data were taken using a pass
energy of 10 eV. The samples used were pelletized and prior to
insertion into the measuring chamber, were heated at 100 �C to
minimize the presence of hydrocarbons on the surface of the
materials.
Results and discussions

Sample identifications (IDs) for ZnO and Cu doped ZnO are
listed in Table 1. The refined XRD results of the materials are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of all the samples for ZnO and the Cu doped
Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials. Tables 2 and 3 shows the crystallographic
parameters extracted from the Rietveld refinements of XRD data-
sets for ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O samples respectively. The XRD data
analysis shows that all samples are of pure hexagonal phase mate-
rials. No impurity peaks are observed in the high quality patterns.
The lattice parameters of the ZnO materials agree well with pub-
lished data [16]. It is observed that the cell volume for the Z400
sample is smaller and the cell volume from the Z500 sample
onwards tend to decrease, except for the Z800 sample. The Z400
sample has a smaller cell volume believed to be due to the mor-
phology of the nanocrystals which is rod-like in shape as discussed
later in the SEM results. Starting from the Z500 sample, the mor-
phology of the samples begin to change to more spherical shapes
and generally, there is a decrease in the lattice parameters
for the ZnO materials with the increase of temperature, except
for the Z800 sample. It is believed that the Z800 sample did not
follow the normal trend because of the inhomogeneity of the crys-
tallite size and mixture of morphologies. It is observed that for ZnO
samples, the c/a value shows a steady decrease as the annealing
temperature increases implying that there is contraction in the
[002] direction of the crystallographic plane as crystallinity
increases. The decrease of the c/a value with the increase of tem-
perature implies that the packing density along this c-axis
increases as the crystallite size increases. The oxygen site occupan-
cies are all full but the cation 2b site contains a small amount of
vacancies. Contrary to general belief, XRD quantitative results



Fig. 11. The graph of (a) band gap energies (Eg) against diameter and (b) band gap energies (Eg) against length for ZnO materials.

Fig. 12. The graph of band gap energies (Eg) against diameter for Zn0.99Cu0.01O
materials.
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show that there are no oxygen vacancies in the ZnO materials
[25,35,36]. Since it is well known that Zn exhibit a strong affinity
to oxygen, and oxygen is easily available, the full site occupancies
for oxygen is supportive of this fact. Conversely, for Zn0.99Cu0.01O
materials, the cell volume seems to generally increase with
increasing annealing temperature. This is different from the
observed cell volume results of the ZnO materials. However, the
c/a of the Cu doped compounds generally also decreases with the
increase of annealing temperature agreeing with the c/a results
of the pure ZnO materials. Implications to the Cu doped samples
are that even though the cell volume increases with temperature,
the packing density still decreases suggesting that similar to the
ZnO case, a more compact atomic packing along the c-axis direc-
tion occurs as the annealing temperature increases. There are
vacancies observed at the metal site occupancies and no vacancies
at the oxygen site. It is observed that there is no cation or anion
disorder in the materials suggesting that antisites are not present
in these materials, as believed by some researchers [37–39]. From
the point of view of crystal structure, it is not probable that anions
occupy cation sites and vice versa for stable materials such as ZnO
in the hexagonal phase because they are what is called ‘‘special
positions” in crystallography and the structure will be unstable if
this were to occur. Furthermore, it upsets the symmetry of the
crystal. Thus, we strongly disagree with the comments of the
researchers regarding the antisite explanations.

The absence of impurity peaks implies that the Cu ions have
been successfully introduced into the ZnO lattice. The Cu2+ ions
have slightly lower ionic radius in tetrahedral coordination com-
pared to the Zn2+ ions (Zn2+ ionic radius = 0.60 Å, Cu+ ionic
radius = 0.60 Å; and Cu2+ ionic radius = 0.57 Å for coordination
number = 4 [40]) making it an ideal element, size wise, for the sub-
stitutional doping of Cu in the ZnO crystal structure. In addition,
the stable oxidation state of Cu is +2 which is similar to the stable
oxidation state of Zn which is also +2. The cell volume of the
Zn0.99Cu0.01O is found to be generally smaller than that of the pure
ZnO sample as expected because of the presence of the smaller
copper ions (Cu2+) in the crystal lattice. The exception is for sam-
ples ZC700 and ZC1200 and this is believed to be due to the influ-
ence of the crystallite size and morphology. Thus, it can be said
that the decrease in cell parameters of the doped materials with
respect to the pure ZnO at the same temperature is attributable
to the presence of the smaller Cu2+ ions in the Zn0.99Cu0.01O lattice.
Fig. 3 shows the spectrum of the ZC1200 of the Cu doped sample.
The spectrum clearly shows the presence of the Cu in the sample
and the quantification is given in Table 3. It shows that the
Zn–Cu content in the doped samples is very close to the calculated
synthesized values. Therefore, from both XRD and EDS results, it
can be concluded that the substitutional doping of Cu in the ZnO
lattice has been successfully achieved.

Examination of crystallite size via SEM reveals that size and
morphology of low and high temperature annealed samples are
very different. The SEM images of the ZnO samples in Fig. 4 show
that nanostructured ZnO is obtained at annealing temperatures
of 400–700 �C. At the lower temperatures of between 400 and
500 �C, the morphology of the crystals is short nano rods with
the 400 �C sample showing more pronounced rod-like shapes.
The morphology becomes more spherical at higher temperatures.
This is different for the Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials as shown in Fig. 5
which do not show many rod-like shapes for the 400 and 500 �C
samples except for an isolated few particles. The dimensions of
the crystallites are still in the nano range at lower annealing tem-
peratures. The general shape of the particles is spherical unlike
those of the ZnO materials at these temperatures which are rod-
like in shape. The small crystallite size of the low temperature
annealed samples is supported by the XRD results which show
peak broadening for samples annealed below 600 �C. The crystal-
lite dimensions in terms of aspect ratio (length over diameter)
are given in Table 4. Values close to one mean that the morphology
approaches the spherical shape. It is also observed that the crystal-
lites of the Cu doped samples are comparatively well-formed. The
crystallite size of the Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials is also larger in com-
parison to the ZnO materials at the same annealing conditions. It is
evident here that morphology and size of crystallites influence the
cell parameters of materials.

Fig. 6 shows TEM images of the samples Z400 and ZC400. The
higher resolution images clearly show that the crystallites have
nano scale dimensions for both samples and supports the SEM
results given in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) and dimensional values as listed



Fig. 13. XPS spectra for ZnO (a) Zn2p (b) O 1s and (c) valence band.
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in Table 4. This proves that the materials are nanostructured in
nature.

Band gaps are evaluated from the absorption edges of
the reflectance spectra as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for ZnO and
Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials respectively. The Tauc plots for ZnO and
Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 respectively.
The well known Tauc equation, Eq. (1), below is used,

ðahtÞ2 ¼ C 0ðht� EgÞ ð1Þ

where a is the absorption coefficient of the material, k is the wave-
length, h is Planck’s constant, C0 is the proportionality constant, t is
the frequency of light and Eg is the band gap energy [2,41]. The
graph plotted is (aht)2 vs ht and from Eq. (1), extrapolating the lin-
ear part of the graph until it meets the x-axis will give the value of
the band gap [2] and results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The band
gap energies of the materials are listed in Table 5. It is observed that
the band gap energies increase with the reduction in crystallite size
for both pure ZnO and Cu doped ZnO materials. The effect of the
nano crystals is the widening of the band gap of the materials and
agrees with earlier published work [2,42–44]. The band gap widen-
ing can be said to be attributable to the internal stress of the nano
crystals and not due to quantum confinement effects because the
crystallite size is much larger than the exciton Bohr radius [45]. It
is also observed that upon Cu doping, the band gap narrows with
respect to the pure ZnO materials. The observed narrowing of the
band gap in Cu doped ZnO materials is believed to be due to the
increased hybridization of the energy levels by the presence of
the 3d transition metal, Cu, shifting the valence and conduction
bands and subsequently decreasing the band gap. Narrowing of
the band gap of the Cu doped materials is further investigated using
XPS as is discussed below.
The narrowing of the band gap is attributed to the influence of
the Cu2+ ions in the crystal lattice. It is known that the band gap of
CuO is smaller than the band gap of ZnO (band gap of
ZnO = 3.37 eV [46] and band gap of CuO = 1.2–1.3 eV [47]), thus,
the Cu2+ ions have modified the band structure of the ZnOmaterial.

In order to further understand the effect of spatial dimensions
of the crystallites on the band gap, graphs of band gap versus diam-
eter and length of the ZnO nanorods are shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b)
respectively. For the more spherically shaped Zn0.99Cu0.01O mate-
rial, a graph of band gap against average diameter is shown in
Fig. 12. The graphs show the band gap widening of the nanomate-
rials where the change is largest between 40 and 800 nm length
scales. This demonstrates that the band gap change is most
affected when the crystallite size is small.

It can be seen from the shifting of the absorption edge of ZnO
and Zn0.99Cu0.01O nano materials that the fundamental property
of band gap of nanomaterials are different from the micron sized
materials. Nanostructured materials have a smaller crystallite size
with a shorter range order while larger micron sized crystallites
have a longer range order implying that the number of atoms in
the crystals can be very different.

To better understand the band gap widening and narrowing,
further investigations using XPS on the materials are done. The
XPS core level spectra for ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials are
shown in Figs. 13 and 14 respectively while the binding energies
(B.E.) are listed in Tables 6 and 7 for ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O materi-
als respectively. All the binding energies are corrected using the C
1s peak (using the JEOL reference of C 1s B.E. = 284.2 eV) as a Ref.
[48] and a Shirley background was used in the peak fitting. The
oxidation states of Cu were determined by deconvolution of the
asymmetric peaks and Fig. 15 is a representation of the results
for samples ZC400 and ZC1200 (similarly for the other samples



Fig. 14. XPS spectra for Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials for (a) Zn2p (b) Cu2p (c) O 1s and (d) valence band.

Table 6
XPS binding energies of ZnO samples annealed at different temperatures.

Samples Component B.E (eV) %

O 1 O 2

Z400 Zn2p3/2 1020.17
Zn2p1/2 1043.24
O1s 529.36 76.57 23.43

530.976

Z500 Zn2p3/2 1020.53
Zn2p1/2 1043.61
O1s 529.508 58.28 41.72

530.835

Z600 Zn2p3/2 1020.13
Zn2p1/2 1043.22
O1s 529.387 64.80 35.20

530.832

Z700 Zn2p3/2 1020.44
Zn2p1/2 1043.55
O1s 529.470 74.71 25.29

530.774

Z800 Zn2p3/2 1020.41
Zn2p1/2 1043.5
O1s 529.558 67.98 32.01

531.06

Z1200 Zn2p3/2 1020.65
Zn2p1/2 1043.75
O1s 529.605 64.90 35.10

531.107
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as well (not shown)). For both groups of materials (ZnO and
Zn0.99Cu0.01O), it is observed that the Zn2p core level doublets
due to the spin–orbit coupling are typical of ZnOmaterials in terms
of binding energy, peak shape and peak separation which is 23 eV
[49–51]. The ratio of the 2p1/2 to 2p3/2 agrees well with the 1:2
ratio of the doublets for ZnO material as obtained by analysis of
integrated peak intensities. The ratio for Cu2p1/2 to 2p3/2 also
agrees well with the published literature for CuO material. For
the Zn0.99Cu0.01O material, due to the asymmetric peak shape, indi-
cations are that both Cu+ and Cu2+ ions are present in the sample
and this is especially obvious for the XPS results of the ZC400 sam-
ple which shows a shoulder in the Cu2p3/2 peak. In addition, as
shown in Fig. 14(b), satellite peaks, about 9 eV higher than the
main 2p3/2 peak, are observed for all the doped samples and this
is a clear indication of the presence of Cu2+ in the samples
[29,52]. The satellite peak is due to the shake-up peak of the
Cu2+ ions. Shake-up peaks occur in the Cu2+ ions because of the
d9 electronic configuration of the Cu2+ [53]. The satellite peak is
actually due to the outgoing electron interacting with the unpaired
d electron which ‘‘shakes it up”, losing some of its kinetic energy
[53–55] and as a result, a higher binding energy peak appears in
the spectra. That is why this satellite peak is also often referred
to as a shake up peak. In the measurement process, this will regis-
ter readings of a higher binding energy than the main line as
observed in the results of Fig. 14(b). The satellite peak is not
observed for Cu2O because the Cu exists in the Cu+ state. The satel-
lite peak is due to the unpaired electron in the d-orbitals of the
Cu2+ ion [56,57]. For Cu in the +1 state, it has all the d-electrons
fully paired as shown in Fig. 16 and it is stable, therefore it is dif-
ficult to excite the electrons in the d-orbital. In the Cu2+ state, there
is one unpaired electron in the orbital and this electron can easily
interact with an out-going electron, absorbing an amount of energy
and excited to a higher energy level. The out-going electron will
thus have a lower energy and when it is detected by the XPS



Table 7
XPS analysis of Zn0.99Cu0.01O samples annealed at different temperatures.

Samples Component B.E (eV) % %

Cu+ Cu2+ O 1 O 2

ZC400 Zn2p3/2 1020.47
Zn2p1/2 1043.54
Cu2p3/2 931.342 45.87 54.13

932.427
Cu2p1/2 951.223
O1s 529.446 72.21 27.79

530.887

ZC500 Zn2p3/2 1020.19
Zn2p1/2 1043.31
Cu2p3/2 931.078 42.33 57.67

932.011
Cu2p1/2 951.124
O1s 529.356 67.84 32.16

530.794

ZC600 Zn2p3/2 1020.33
Zn2p1/2 1043.41
Cu2p3/2 930.889 32.17 67.83

931.978
Cu2p1/2 951.585
O1s 529.542 51.94 48.06

530.682

ZC700 Zn2p3/2 1020.70
Zn2p1/2 1043.81
Cu2p3/2 931.124 13.68 86.32

932.232
Cu2p1/2 951.673
O1s 529.567 74.47 25.53

531.397

ZC800 Zn2p3/2 1020.69
Zn2p1/2 1043.80
Cu2p3/2 931.644 13.49 86.51

932.592
Cu2p1/2 951.805
O1s 529.714 57.53 42.47

531.072

ZC1200 Zn2p3/2 1020.85
Zn2p1/2 1043.96
Cu2p3/2 931.263 13.11 86.89

932.027
Cu2p1/2 951.315
O1s 529.597 57.05 42.95

531.105

Fig. 16. The electronic configuration for Cu+ and Cu2+ ions.
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detector, a higher binding energy is registered. Thus, the satellite
peak is only observed when there are Cu2+ ions in the material
and it can be used as a measure of the amount of the Cu2+ in the
material. It is observed that the peak shape of the satellite peaks
is more prominent and distinctive for samples with higher anneal-
Fig. 15. The deconvolution of Cu2p3/2 o
ing temperatures implying that the Cu2+ content has increased in
these samples (600 �C and above). Deconvoluting the Cu2p3/2 peak
for Cu+ and Cu2+ gives the quantification of the ions in the samples
and confirms increased amounts of the Cu2+ ions in the samples
annealed at higher temperatures as listed in Table 7. This result
shows evidence of the important role of the Cu2+ ions in the band
gap narrowing of the doped samples which also has important
implications in the valence band studies discussed later.

The oxygen 1 s core level peaks of the materials are shown in
Figs. 13(b) and 14(c) for the ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials
respectively. Two peaks are observed, with one main peak at a
lower binding energy than the secondary peak. Deconvolution of
the oxygen peaks are done as shown in Fig. 17(a) and (b) for sam-
ples ZC400 and ZC1200 (similarly for the other samples as well
(not shown)). The main oxygen peak is attributed to the O2� ions
in the crystal lattice of the materials and our values (O binding
energies) agree well with reported results for ZnO [36,51] and
Zn1�xCuxO [58] materials (listed in Tables 6 and 7). In the ZnO
materials, the peak shape and peak height of the secondary oxygen
peak are similar for all samples and attributed to the surface
adsorption of the hydroxyl, OH� ions. We do not agree with the
opinions of some researchers [35,36] that this may be due to oxy-
gen vacancies because our quantitative XRD results do not show
vacancies at the oxygen site in the crystal lattice of ZnO (for both
micron and nanostructured ZnO). As explained above, since Zn
has a high affinity to oxygen, then the likelihood of oxygen vacan-
cies is small in ZnO. Furthermore, if there are oxygen vacancies,
then these binding energies will not be detectable by the XPS.
The B.E. of the secondary oxygen peak agrees well with the findings
of Andersson [59,60] in his extensive doctoral research work and
published paper on the hydroxyl adsorption on metal surfaces.
Therefore, it is justifiable to attribute the higher B.E. oxygen to
the hydroxyl that is attached to the surface of the ZnO and
Zn0.99Cu0.01O crystallites. It is, however, observed that the amount
of hydroxyl in the Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials increases with annealing
f (a) ZC400 and (b) ZC1200 sample.



Fig. 17. The deconvolution of O 1s of (a) ZC400 and (b) ZC1200 sample.

Fig. 18. The illustration of hydroxyl attachment to (a) Cu+ and (b) Cu+2.
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temperature (increase of about 33% in the ZC1200 with respect to
ZC400 sample) as listed in Table 7. The increased OH� in these
samples can be explained by the increased Cu2+ content in the
samples, particularly for the Cu2+ that resides at the surface of
the crystallites. Cu+ can only attach one OH� ion while Cu2+ on
the surface can attach two OH� ions as illustrated in the diagram
of Fig. 18, thus, the increase of the secondary peak in the oxygen
spectra of the Cu doped samples at higher annealing temperatures
can be attributed to the increased hydroxyl adsorption on the sur-
face of the particles. The XPS results of the increased Cu2+ amounts
in the samples and the increased presence of the OH� surface
adsorption are proofs that the secondary O 1s peak is due to the
adsorbed hydroxyls. Therefore, we have presented strong evidence
that the higher B.E. oxygen can be attributed to the OH� ions
adsorbed on the surfaces of the crystallites.

Studies of valence band spectra of the materials are subse-
quently done to further understand the mechanisms of the band
gap widening and narrowing of the materials. Valence band spec-
Fig. 19. Comparison of normalized VB XPS spectra of (a
tra of the ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O samples shown in Figs. 13
(c) and 14(d) reveals three main peaks, A, B and C identified as
valence, hybridized and d-orbital peaks respectively [61,62]. The
valence band shifts of the nano and micron materials of ZnO and
Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials can be clearly seen in Fig. 19. In both cases,
the shift is towards the higher binding energy values (to the left)
implying that the valence band of nanomaterials is shifted down-
wards with respect to the highly crystalline materials. Fig. 20
shows a comparison of the valence band and conduction band
positions for the nanostructured samples Z500 and ZC500 with
their micron sized counterparts Z1200 and ZC1200 respectively.
In both cases, at the nanoscale, it is observed that the valence band
shifts downwards away from the conduction band for both pure
ZnO and Cu doped ZnO with respect to the micron samples. The
downward shift of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
of the valence band accounts for the band gap widening observed
in nanomaterials because the degree of shift is greater than the
conduction band shift. We have demonstrated here that it is possi-
ble to deduce the band energy shifts of the valence and conduction
bands of the nanostructured materials with respect to the highly
crystalline materials by employing the powerful XPS and UV–
visible spectroscopic methods together. It is also observed that
the shape of the A and B peaks for the ZnO nano and micron mate-
rials are different, that is, the peaks seem narrower for the nano
ZnO and that there is also an increased separation of the peaks
(marked by * in the diagram of Fig. 19(a)). Narrowing of the peak
widths can be attributed to the decreased hybridization of energy
levels in the nanomaterials as suggested earlier and this can also be
an experimental proof of the increased discreteness of the energy
) Z500 and Z1200 (b) ZC500 and ZC1200 samples.



Fig. 20. The valence and conduction bands for nano and micron of (a) ZnO and (b) Cu doped ZnO samples.

Fig. 21. Comparison of normalized VB XPS spectra of (a) Z500 and ZC500 (b) Z1200 and ZC1200 samples.

Fig. 22. The valence and conduction bands of undoped ZnO and Cu doped ZnO of (a) nano and (b) micron samples.
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levels in the nanomaterials. The phenomenon is similarly observed
in the Cu doped materials.

The undoped and Cu doped valence band spectra are compared
to see the effects of doping at the nano as well as micro scales. XPS
valence band spectra of the undoped and doped samples for nano
and micron materials are shown in Fig. 21(a and b) respectively. It
is observed that the valence band of the Cu doped materials is
shifted to the right of the undoped valence band spectra for both
nano and micron sized materials implying that the valence band
maximum has shifted upwards with respect to the conduction
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band of the doped compounds. Energy level diagrams of the ZnO
and Cu doped ZnO for nano and micron samples are drawn to scale
as shown in Fig. 22. It can be seen that for the nano materials
(Fig. 22(a)), the top of the valence band (HOMO) of the Cu doped
material is shifted upwards and the bottom of the conduction
band, LUMO, is also shifted upwards with respect to the ZnO
energy bands. For the micron sized materials, the VB maximum
is shifted upwards but the CB minimum is shifted downwards.
Therefore, the band gap narrowing of the Cu doped materials
results in shifts of the VB and CB that is not identical for the nano
and micron sized cases. Since the Cu2+ content is highest in the
ZC1200 sample and the band gap is smallest for this sample, the
narrowing of the band gap due to Cu doping is attributable to
the Cu2+ ions instead of the Cu+ ions. This can be explained by the
electron distribution in the d-orbitals of the Zn2+ and the Cu2+ ions
which are different. The Zn2+ ions have complete pairings of elec-
trons in their orbitals, 3d10, whereas in Cu2+, the electronic orbital
is 3d9. The presence of Cu2+ ions in the ZnO lattice is believed to have
produced additional energy levels near and above the valence band
of the ZnO, narrowing the band gap of the Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials
and accounting for the observed decrease in the band gap.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this work has demonstrated that the band gap
widening of nanostructured ZnO and Zn0.99Cu0.01O is due mainly
to the downward shift of the valence band. It has also identified
the reasons for the band gap narrowing of the Cu doped materials
as due to the presence of the Cu2+ ions modifying the energy levels
and narrowing the band gaps of the Zn0.99Cu0.01O materials. Cu2+

ions with its unfilled 3d orbitals have shifted the valence band
maximum upwards, narrowing the band gap. Thus, the mechanism
for the band gap widening of nanomaterials for both ZnO and
Zn0.99Cu0.01O, and the band gap narrowing of doped Zn0.99Cu0.01O
materials (with respect to pure ZnO) have been identified. The
band gap narrowing for Cu doped materials is more pronounced
in the highly crystalline materials than in the nano materials.
Structural studies via quantitative XRD show that no oxygen
vacancies are formed in the doped and undoped ZnO for all
annealed samples showing the strong oxygen affinity of the mate-
rial. No disorder of the ions is observed and no antisites are
concluded to be present in the materials.
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